CUSTOMER STORY REGIONAL BANK DEFEATS SPEAR-PHISHING CAMPAIGN WITH FIREEYE ETP AND NX ESSENTIALS
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Türkiye Finans Bank Deploys
Best-of-Breed Content Threat
Protection Platform from FireEye
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Türkiye Finans is a leading Turkish financial services provider. The bank operates
in three main segments: consumer banking, corporate banking, and treasury.
Headquartered in Istanbul, Turkey, its over 4,000 employees are located in
272 branches spread throughout the country. Formed by the merger of two
prominent Turkish commercial entities, the organization is now a wholly-owned
subsidiary of The National Commercial Bank, the largest bank in Saudi Arabia
and one of the leading financial institutions in the Middle East.

CUSTOMER STORY TÜRKIYE FINANS BANK DEPLOYS BEST-OF-BREED CONTENT THREAT PROTECTION PLATFORM FROM FIREEYE

“With our industry under attack, my company and our stakeholders
need the best protection available: With the FireEye EX series, this is
exactly what we have.”
— Senior IT security manager for one of the world’s largest insurance companies

The challenge
Fikri Bulent Celik, vice president of technology and
infrastructure, said its security team had relied on a
variety of traditional anti-virus solutions to protect
its existing storage environment. A number of factors
contributed to the bank needing a robust approach to
protection that was fully compatible with its existing
backup, recovery, and archiving solutions; the constantly
increasing significant transaction volumes; the imposed
impact in terms of performance given the absence of
protection against never-seen-before (signature-less)
malicious threats; and overcoming the inadequacies of
traditional security measures.
Solution
Following a detailed evaluation of potential options,
including a highly structured proof of concept, the team
implemented two FireEye® Content Threat Prevention
Platforms to protect against content-based attacks across a
wide range of file types. The platform included the Sophos
Engine, from FireEye endpoint security partner, Sophos.

The FireEye Content Threat Prevention Platform allows
the bank to analyze network file shares to detect and
quarantine malware introduced into the network through
the web, email, or manual means, such as online file
sharing and portable file storage. The FireEye Content
Threat Prevention Platform prevents the spread of
advanced malware across Türkiye Finans’ country-wide
infrastructure that is missed by traditional and nextgeneration firewalls, intrusion prevention systems, antivirus, and gateways.
Outcome
The FireEye implementation allows Türkiye Finans to
execute time-based scanning, and integrates seamlessly
with the bank’s legacy backup, recovery, and archiving
solutions The FireEye Content Threat Prevention Platform
was deployed with negligible performance impact,
allowing transactions to execute without impediment and
with best-of-breed threat protection.
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FireEye is the intelligence-led security company. Working as a
seamless, scalable extension of customer security operations,
FireEye offers a single platform that blends innovative security
technologies, nation-state grade threat intelligence, and worldrenowned Mandiant® consulting. With this approach, FireEye
eliminates the complexity and burden of cyber security for
organizations struggling to prepare for, prevent, and respond
to cyber attacks. FireEye has over 5,300 customers across 67
countries, including more than 845 of the Forbes Global 2000.
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